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North, Jizhou City.

In your lady’s top beauty club, Mrs. Haixin, who is more than 40 years old, has just done
perfect skin care and is looking at the mirror carefully to observe the effect of the skin care.

Song Chongshan, her capable man, stood by the side, standing with his hands down.

Mrs. Hai Xin looked at the mirror and asked casually: “You are in a hurry to see me, what
happened?”

Song Chongshan said respectfully: “Yash Nics appeared in Donghai’s hometown and
worshiped his mother. Chen Zhi’s feet interrupted.”

Madam Haixin’s mouth raised slightly: “He hasn’t had any news for a few years, and he
reappeared. First he wanted to deal with my parents, and now he hurt the people in Yash’s
home. This kid jumped. ”

Song Chong Shan hesitated, said:” Yash interrupted feet, ordered the graves of his mother
moved back to Wutongshan, also released relentless …… ”

sea Lady heart slight frown:”? What malicious words, ”

Song Chong Shan said: “Yash Nics said that everyone in the Yash family should kneel before
his mother’s grave for three days and three nights, and repent of their mistakes.”

“Especially the two of you and the old man named Madam. He said that if you two didn’t
come to his mother’s grave to admit your mistakes, Then the Yash

family is waiting to be destroyed!” Madam Hai Xin couldn’t help but laugh when she heard
the words: “It’s not a small tone. Our Yash family has trillions of assets and unparalleled
power and wealth. It is also considered the top wealthy in the north.”
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“What is he. Something, I dare to say that we will destroy the Yash family!”

Song Chongshan asked, “Do you want to tell the master about this?”

Mrs. Haixin waved her hand: “It will be the 50th birthday of the master in a few days. You
don’t have to do these unhappy things. Tell him, so as not to ruin his mood.”

Song Chongshan nodded and said yes, and then asked again: “Then Yash Nics, what should
I do?”

Mrs. Hai Xin said faintly: “Call my cousin Hai Pingchao and urge him to act a little more
dexterously and get rid of Yash Nics as soon as possible.”

Song Chongshan said in a deep voice: “Yes!”

…

Qinghe County, Hang City, East China Sea According to Yash Nics’s instructions, Dian Chu
sent people to move Yash’s mother’s tomb back to the phoenix tree to repair the luxurious
tomb.

In one day, the tomb was repaired.

Yash Nics ordered Dian Chu to send someone to guard his mother’s tomb in secret, and not
allow people from the Yash family to come and destroy it.

After that, they left Qinghe County and planned to visit the West Lake in Shanghang City.

The West Lake is a historical scenic spot in Shanghai. Since you come to Shanghang City,
you must come to visit it.

When they came to the West Lake, Yash Nics told Dianchu to move freely with Bahuwei,
without having to follow him every step of the way.

Then, with Song Pingting, Song Qingqing, and Tong Ke, he took a boat tour of the lake,
sweeping away the depressed mood of the past two days.
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Tired of playing, Yash Nics’s family came to the Jinfeng Hotel on the edge of the West Lake
to try the well-known West Lake sweet and sour carp.

Yash Nics’s family just walked into the door of the hotel, and happened to meet a rich and
young man in bright clothes, and came out with two of his men. The rich young man saw

Song Pingting, his eyes lit up, and he was pleasantly surprised: “Hey, Assistant Song, it’s
really you!”

Seeing this rich young man, Song Pingting was stunned for a while before frowning: “It
turned out to be Haiyang, the general manager of the East China Sea Group, what a
coincidence! ”

It turns out that the rich young man in front of him is the son of the Shanghai Hai Family and
the youngest son of the East China Sea Dragon King Hai Pingchao, Hai Yang.

Haiyang is the general manager of Donghai Group. Song Pingting had just graduated from
university a few years ago and worked as an assistant to the general manager of Donghai
Group.

However, Song Pingting resigned less than a month after serving as assistant to the general
manager.

The reason is that Haiyang fell in love with Song Pingting and said that he would support
Song Pingting, otherwise he would let Song Pingting lose his position.

Song Pingting resigned directly angrily!

Unexpectedly, they had not seen each other for a few years, and the two actually met at the
Jinfeng Hotel today.

Haiyang looked at Song Pingting with a squint, and after a few years of not seeing him,
Song Pingting has become even more charming!

Not only does it lose the childishness of the time when she just graduated from university,
but it also has the unique charm of a beautiful young woman.
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He looked itchy, and said with a smile: “Hehe, Miss Song, you come to Shanghang City to
play, why don’t you say hello to my old friend, I will treat you comfortably.”

Song Pingting sees this. People were still as sordid and lustful as they were back then, with
a pretty face showing deep disgust, and calmly said: “No, please leave smoothly.”

Haiyang’s eyes widened when he heard this, and his face was blank: “Huh?”

Yash Nics’s mouth corners. Weiwei went up and said faintly: “Nothing, my wife is
euphemistically telling you to go.”

Chapter 622 Read free Novel

Puchi!

Tong Ke couldn’t help laughing!

Haiyang’s face flushed, and he was frightened and angry: “You’re fucking looking for death,
Zhang Feng Liu Qiang, give this kid a lesson.” Upon hearing this, Zhang

Feng and Liu Qiang’s two men immediately came over with a grin, and wanted to do
something to Yash Nics.

Yash Nics raised his foot, banged twice, kicked the two of them upside down, and fell
heavily to the ground.

Haiyang’s eyes widened when he saw this!

Yash Nics said coldly: “Now, can you roll?”

Seeing Yash Nics’s skill, Haiyang bitterly said you wait for me, and then walked dingy with
two injured men. Up.

Song Pingting said to Yash Nics with a little worry: “This guy is the son of the top wealthy
Hai family in Shanghang. His family background is very strong. In the East China Sea, it can
be said to cover the sky with one hand. Let’s go quickly.”
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Hai family, Hai Ping Chao’s son!

This world is really small!

The corner of Yash Nics’s mouth rose slightly, and she smiled lightly: “No matter how
powerful their Hai family is, Shanghang City will not have the final say about their family.
Don’t worry.”

Song Pingting saw that Yash Nics was reluctant to escape and insisted on staying in this
hotel. Eating West Lake sweet and sour fish, nothing, they can only follow Yash Nics into the
hotel.

Yash Nics’s family opened a private room and ordered local specialties such as West Lake
sweet and sour fish.

Before the food was served, suddenly there was a knock on the door.

When I opened the door, there was a group of men in general clothes or camouflage
uniforms standing outside!

These men are not considered young, and some are even in their 50s or 60s.

However, everyone has an aura of majesty, and at a glance, he knows that he is a powerful
figure who holds a high position in the military.

Song Pingting thought that Haiyang had come to retaliate against Yash Nics for these
people, and her pretty face paled in fright.

Yash Nics also frowned slightly: “Why are you here!”

This group of people, the 60-year-old veteran wearing the costume of a lieutenant general,
smiled respectfully and said: “Mr. Yash, I am the deputy commander-in-chief of the Donghai
Military Region, Du Tianlin. Mr. Yash is coming to the East China Sea, come and say hello to
Mr. Yash.”

“I am the commander of the East China Sea Province Navy, Wang Wenhai, come to say hello
to Mr. Yash.”
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“I am the commander of the Trident Special Forces of the East China Sea Province, Zhou
Tiecheng, hello to Mr. Yash!”

…

A group of generals at the scene declared themselves, all of whom were powerful figures in
the East China Sea Military Region, and they learned that Yash Nics had come to the East
China Sea to receive them.

Song Pingting was stunned!

Tong Ke’s face was calm. She knew Yash Nics’s identity, and she knew that these people
were here to cheat Yash Nics.

Yash Nics has always been low-key, but Du Tianlin and others came to greet him
enthusiastically, and this group of people are the mainstays of the East China Sea Provincial
Army, so it should not be neglected.

Yash Nics smiled and said: “Since everyone is here, if you don’t mind, come in and have a
drink together at the bar!”

Du Tianlin and others have admired Yash Nics, the Chinese God of War and the Northern
Marshal for a long time, and heard Yash Nics say this. Then, quickly said don’t mind.

Du Tianlin also smiled openly and said: “Mr. Yash, I also brought a special confession from
the military. We must respect you two glasses of Mr. Yash today.”

Song Pingting’s pretty face was shocked, and she asked Yash Nics in a low voice: “Are
they?”

Yash Nics smiled and said casually: “Didn’t I say that I saved a leader before, they are the
leader’s subordinates, so I am very grateful. This time it is estimated that they came to
entertain me when they learned that I came to the East China Sea. ”

Song Pingting nodded, believing it was true.

In the elegant room, Yash Nics and Du Tianlin were a group of East Sea generals, drinking.
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At the door of the hotel, dozens of cars came roaring.

Haiyang took a group of men and got out of the car with a murderous look.

As soon as he got out of the car, he said loudly: “Enclose the hotel and no one can enter or
leave without my approval. The rest of the people follow me in, and I will kill the dog and the
man and woman!”

Chapter 623 Read free Novel

Two security guards at the entrance of Jinfeng Hotel saw Haiyang surrounded the hotel with
a murderous gang.

The two of them didn’t know who Haiyang was, they greeted them in surprise, and shouted:
“Who are you, who asked you to come to our hotel to make trouble, go quickly, otherwise
we’ll call 110.”

Haiyang sneered: “110. No need to fight, because it’s useless, just hit 120!”

After finishing speaking, he waved his hand and instructed his subordinates next to him:
“Discount the legs of these two eyesless dogs!”

Immediately, there were a few like this. The wolf-like men rushed up.

The two security guards couldn’t resist at all, they were kicked to the ground, and then both
of them had their feet broken.

Ah-

the screams of the two security guards caused everyone around them to cover their
mouths.

The hotel owner Zhang Yuenian hurried out with a few hotel employees. When he saw
Haiyang, he laughed and said, “It turned out to be Hai Gongzi, Hai Gongzi calmed down.”

“What’s wrong with this restaurant, you Say, I’ll change it immediately, don’t beat people.”
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Haiyang said coldly, “Get out of the way, I’m here to find someone. Don’t worry about it, or
wait

until the next time you splash your face with blood!” Zhang Yuenian can be in the West Lake.
With such a big restaurant on the side, his identity and background are naturally not simple,
and I didn’t dare to talk to him like this on weekdays.

But this one in front of him is the youngest son of the Dragon King of the East China Sea, a
well-known little overlord in Shanghang City.

Zhang Yuenian can’t afford to offend!

He smiled and asked: “I don’t know who offended the Hai Gongzi, I will hand over the man.”

Haiyang squinted and said, “Half an hour ago, there was a young man and a couple who
were very beautiful. Sisters, with a child. They entered your restaurant, where are they now?”

Naturally, Zhang Yuenian couldn’t pay attention to every group of guests entering and
leaving the hotel. He turned his head and looked at the lobby manager beside him.

The lobby manager looked embarrassed and bit his head and whispered: “They are in the
Peony box!” The

Peony box!

Zhang Yuenian’s face changed drastically when he heard this, because a group of leaders of
the East China Sea Provincial Military Region had just arrived, and they all entered the Peony
box.

Seeing Zhang Yuenian’s embarrassed expression, Haiyang said displeasedly: “Boss Zhang,
did you go to the Peony box to pick the person out, or did I take the person to do it myself?”

Zhang Yuenian was shocked and said hurriedly, “Prince Hai Do not impulse, peony inside the
box are guests, do not crash …… ”

snapped!

As soon as Zhang Yuenian’s words fell, Haiyang received a loud slap in the face.
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Haiyang looked at Zhang Yuenian, who had been beaten by him, and pointed at the other
person’s nose and cursed: “What the hell are you, what does your distinguished guest have
to do with me?”

“I’m going to kill that couple of dogs and men today, you It’s best to get out of me now, or I
will smash your hotel.”

Zhang Yuenian clutched his beating face and blocked the way of Haiyang and others,
begging bitterly: “Prince Hai, you really can’t go there… “In the

Peony box!

Yash Nics’s family and Du Tianlin and a group of powerful leaders of the Eastern Navy are
toasting each other.

Suddenly heard the noise from outside!

Yash Nics frowned slightly, Du Tianlin also lowered his face, and called the waiter at the
door to ask what?

The waiter tremblingly said: “Donghai

Xiaoba Wang Haiyang, brought a group of people to surround our hotel, saying that he was
going to teach people who offended him!” Du Tianlin said angrily: “It’s really presumptuous.
Shouting and screaming outside has spoiled our interest in drinking… Zhou Tiecheng, please
go out for me and let them get out.”

Zhou Tiecheng, the commander-in-chief of the Trident Special Forces, immediately got up,
ready to go out and drive away the troublemakers in Haiyang.

But Yash Nics said faintly at this time: “The kid named Haiyang came for me, so I don’t
bother everyone about this matter, I’ll go out and solve it

myself !” Du Tianlin and the others stared wide-eyed!

When they figured out the reason, they were all angry.
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Du Tianlin scolded: “I often heard about this kid’s evil deeds. I didn’t expect that he would
dare to covet Mrs. Yash’s beauty and bring people to trouble

Mr. Yash . He really wanted his own death.” “Mr. Yash Madam, sit here for a while, let’s go
out and teach that kid!”

Yash Nics shook his head: “No, you are wearing military uniforms, and your identities are not
simple. If you come forward, you will not cause bad public opinion. Solve it!”

Du Tianlin immediately took off his lieutenant’s jacket, wearing only a vest, and grinned: “I
took off this jacket and went out to teach him.”

Zhou Tiecheng and others all took off their jackets. Some people are wearing military green
vests, and some people are naked and strong upper bodies, saying one after another: “Yes,
we will take off this suit and go out and help Mr. Yash to clean him up!”

Chapter 624 Read free Novel

Song Pingting and Tong Ke were shocked when they saw this!

Yash Nics is also dumbfounded. These guys are usually very stable leaders. Why have they
become passionate guys today?

Of course, he knew very well in his heart that the reason why these guys were so “impulsive”
was entirely because of his identity.

He looked at Du Tianlin and his group and smiled and said: “Since everyone is holding
injustice for me, and they have to give me a righteousness, then I will go out with everyone
to have a look!”

Soon, Yash Nics took Du Tianlin and more than a dozen people from Come out of the box.

In the hall, the boss Zhang Yuenian had been knocked to the ground, his face covered with
blood.
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However, Zhang Yuenian still hugged Haiyang’s feet and persuaded bitterly: “No, you really
can’t go there and disturb the guests in the Peony box. If you can’t offend them, you will
provoke your upper body.”

Haiyang was angry. At the middle of the fever, he kicked Zhang Yuenian fiercely with his foot
up, and kicked Zhang Yuenian’s face with blood, while cursing: “Damn it, let alone
Shanghang City, even in the entire Donghai Province, there are not many people who are me.
If you dare not move, get out!”

Yash Nics saw this, and his face sank: “I heard you were looking for me!”

Haiyang saw Yash Nics and Song Pingting come out, and his picture was hollowed out by
drinks. The blood-colored face showed a grinning smile: “Hehe, boy, you are finally willing to
come out.”

“You dare to speak rudely to me and hurt my men.”

“Now I give you two ways, the first way I let My men will kill you now. The second way is for
you to let your wife go with me. You can choose by yourself.”

Yash Nics’s mouth raised slightly, and said with a sneer: “Only you?”

Haiyang raised his head, arrogant. Said: “There are also the hundred of Haijia men behind
me!” After

he finished speaking, he turned to ask the one hundred men next to him: “Brothers, this kid
dares to humiliate me, and dare to hurt us. What do you guys say?”

A hundred subordinates were murderous, and they said in unison: “Kill, kill, kill!”

Yash Nics smiled and said, “So majestic, what do you think of

Old Du?” Du Tianlin and a group of East Sea generals were full of anger. They all said: “Come
here, we are going to play two with these scumbags today.”

Haiyang said with a sneer: “Boy, you called your uncle and the second uncle to help out, but
this Helping the old stuff can’t save you.” After
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he finished speaking, he ordered his men next to him: ” Take hands and abolish them, even if
you kill someone, I will be responsible for it.”

“Kill!”

A group of Hai family thugs, aggressively toward Yash Nics They rushed.

Du Tianlin and others around Yash Nics gave out a low growl without hesitation and strode
to meet them.

The battle begins in an instant.

The leaders of Du Tianlin rushed up from the grassroots step by step.

Fighting in the army!

For them, it was all the basic skills that they had attained.

Although they are in a high position, their killing skills have not been pulled down.

In particular, Zhou Tiecheng, the commander-in-chief of the Trident Special Forces, had a
combat skill in the army. Instead of falling behind, they were more adept. They could kill
with just raising their hands.

Therefore, although Haiyang has many subordinates, they are not at all the opponents of Du
Tianlin’s group of middle-aged and elderly people.

As a result, Haiyang saw a scene that stunned him.

The elite men he brought were beaten up by a group of middle-aged and elderly people, and
they not only screamed and fell.

It didn’t take long for his men to fall in a pool of blood.

Haiyang hadn’t recovered yet, and the 60-year-old Du Tianlin had already arrived.
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Du Tianlin raised his hand and slapped Haiyang’s cheeks swelling, and two teeth were
broken!

Du Tianlin pointed at this kid’s nose and said angrily: “What are you doing, dare to look down
on your uncle? I tell you, your uncle will always be your uncle, and you are not a fart in our
eyes!”

Haiyang finally recovered from the shock. Come.

He clutched his beaten face, and yelled at Yash Nics’s gang of people in an awkward
manner: “You have a seed, and you have the ability to wait. I’ll make a call and I want you all
to die.”

Yash Nics and Du Tianlin and others Glancing at each other, smiles appeared in each other’s
eyes.

Du Tianlin disdainfully said to Haiyang: “It seems that you won’t die until the Yellow River,
and you won’t cry if you don’t see the coffin. Now you can call me and tell me all the
resources you can use and the people you can move. Call in, don’t let us down!”

Haiyang said bitterly, “You will definitely not be disappointed, you are forcing me to make a
big scene. I hope you will not be scared to death by the time you come!”

Yash Nics Smiled and said: “We are waiting!”

Chapter 625 Read free Novel

Haiyang took out his cell phone, dialed a call, and said angrily, “Send someone to the
Jinfeng Hotel in West Lake immediately. I was bullied!”

He made several calls in one breath. , And then looked at Yash Nics and the others, and said
with a sneer: “Just wait for it to be done!”

Yash Nics and Du Tianlin and the others looked at each other, and there were smiles in each
other’s eyes.
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Before long, countless vehicles roared in, including Mercedes-Benz and BMW, common
brand Volkswagen Toyota, and even many vans.

A large number of people got off the car one after another.

“Quick!”

“Quick!”

“Hai Shao is here, everyone move faster!” In the

blink of an eye, thousands of murderous men had completely surrounded the Jinfeng Hotel.

Some of these guys are under the Hai Family, and some are Haiyang’s friends.

There are also many gangsters in the underground circle of Shanghang. They learned that
Shao Hai was bullied and came to support Shao Hai after hearing the news.

Thousands of murderous men had just arrived. Then, police sirens screamed, and a large
number of police cars arrived.

Zhou Dong, the captain of the security brigade, arrived with hundreds of security team
members.

Then, more than a dozen black special service vehicles came.

It turned out that it was Chen Zhang, the captain of the armed police brigade of Shanghang
City, who also came with a large number of armed police.

The big bosses of the underground circle of Shanghang city flew, Zhou Dong, the security
captain, and Chen Zhang, the armed police captain, all came to Haiyang and greeted
respectfully.

Da Fei glanced at Yash Nics and the others with a bad look, and grinned: “Hai Shao, who is
so indifferent that dare to offend you?”

Haiyang saw that thousands of thugs had come on the scene, and he moved out. The
security brigade and the armed police brigade came to support him.
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He looked at Yash Nics triumphantly, his expression seemed to say: Do you know how good
I am in Shanghang City? Thousands of thugs can be mobilized in one sentence, and the
security brigade and the armed police brigade can be dispatched. This is called Hao Heng!

He stared at Yash Nics and the others, desperately wanting to see panic, shock, horror,
despair and other negative emotions on Yash Nics’s face.

But what disappointed him was that even though he called so many people, he also
dispatched the security brigade and the armed police brigade.

However, Yash Nics and the others still looked so calm and gentle, even with a hint of
ridicule in the corners of their mouths.

At this time, Zhou Dong looked at Yash Nics and his party and said in a bad tone: “Hai Shao,
are these guys causing trouble and hurting you and your subordinates?”

Chen Zhang said domineeringly, “It’s not necessary to dare to hurt Shao Hai. Too much
nonsense with them, catch all of them back and handcuff them away!”

Immediately, a group of armed policemen wanted to come up aggressively and arrest Yash
Nics and others.

Yash Nics said coldly: “Wait!”

Haiyang raised his swollen face and said grinningly: “Hehe, what? Are you scared now and
want to beg for mercy?”

“But it’s too late!”

“Don’t be afraid to tell. You, the above and underground circles of Shanghang City, our Hai
family has the final say.”

“You dare to have trouble with me, you are dead this time.”

Du Tianlin next to Yash Nics squinted his eyes and said majesticly: “We are dead. Haha, I’m
afraid it’s not enough for you.”
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Zhou Dong and Chen Zhang saw Du Tianlin, an old man in a military green vest, their
expressions suddenly became uncertain.

This old man has a familiar face, but he can’t remember where he has seen him for a while?

Take a closer look. Except for Du Tianlin, the group of people around Yash Nics are either
topless or wearing green vests with military boots on their feet.

The hearts of Zhou Dong and Chen Zhang jumped wildly, wondering in amazement: Is it
possible that these people are from the army?

Haiyang was blinded by hatred. He laughed wildly: “What are you talking about, there are so
many of us, isn’t it enough to look at it?”

“I said the old man, you are too pretending to compare!”

Du Tianlin laughed, picked up the phone, and said One sentence: “You can come here!”

What?

Haiyang and the others opened their eyes wide when they heard this, and all showed a
surprised expression.

At this moment, a sharp air defense siren sounded in the distance!

When everyone heard the sound, their faces changed drastically.

Chapter 626 Read free Novel

Shanghang City conducts air defense alarm training every year. Once the air defense alarm
sounds, it means that the city is under martial law.

All residents are not allowed to go out of the street, all have to enter the house to hide.

Haiyang, Dafei, Zhou Dong, and Chen Zhang were all shocked. They have not recovered
from the shock.
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Rumble!

Several helicopter gunships, like a few huge goshawks, their engines roared and appeared
murderously above the Jinfeng Hotel.

The high-speed machine guns on the helicopter aimed at the men in Shanghai Yang on the
ground.

At the same time, two tanks appeared at each of the four blocks around the Jinfeng Hotel.

Eight tanks, with their barrels raised, rumbling over from all sides, with a terrifying
momentum.

Behind the tank is a group of armed off-road vehicles.

Behind, four corps, a total of tens of thousands of fully armed soldiers, holding submachine
guns, strode neatly. The majestic and vigorous, like four torrents of steel, surrounded the
Jinfeng Hotel.

Da Da Da-The

sound of the army’s orderly and loud steps made Haiyang and the others tremble like a
drum, and their faces became extremely pale.

Soon, eight tanks, hundreds of armed off-road vehicles, and four corps with tens of
thousands of soldiers, all stopped.

Then, on the command vehicle, a commander gave a loud order: “Block Jinfeng Hotel, no
bird can fly out from here!”

“Yes!” The

four corps tens of thousands of soldiers began to move.

In the blink of an eye, the Jinfeng Hotel was already besieged, with heavily armed soldiers
everywhere.
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The colonel in the command car got out of the car in a neat manner, and then started
running at a small pace.

All of Haiyang’s subordinates were so scared that they gave way.

The colonel trot all the way and came to Yash Nics, Du Tianlin and others.

He stood steadily, his waist straight, his head held high, and he saluted: “Hello chiefs, the
First Reinforced Division of the Eastern Navy District, is ordered to enter the combat area,
please show your heads!”

Chief!

Directors!

Haiyang and the others turned pale, instantly turned to dead gray, and their eyes changed
from fear to despair.

OMG!

What is this place!

How can a small restaurant come out with a group of leaders!

And also dispatched a strengthening division!

This is too scary!

Haiyang’s lips were shaking, and his heart sank quickly.

Zhou Dong and Chen Zhang were both trembling and sweating. There was only one thought
in their minds: It’s over, it’s a disaster to fly in the sky.

Da Fei, the overlord of the underground circle of Shanghang City, made his feet soft with
fright, and knelt down with a direct plop. At this time, he was full of desire to die.

Du Tianlin said faintly: “Mr. Yash is here, who dare to call him the chief?” The
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colonel immediately saluted Yash Nics again and said loudly: “Report to Chief , the No. 1
Strengthened Division of the East China Sea. Enter the combat position, please give your
order.”

Yash Nics said lightly: “All are in combat state!”

Wow!

Click!

A uniform movement of guns and bullets rang out, and the guns of all the soldiers had been
aimed at Haiyang’s group.

In an instant, not only Haiyang and Dafei’s men, but also those of Zhou Dong and Chen
Zhang, were all scared to put down their weapons and raise their hands to surrender.

Zhou Dong and Chen Zhang greeted them with a smile, and said with a smile, “Dear chiefs,
misunderstanding, your own people, your own people…”

Yash Nics said angrily: “Who is the two of you, you are the servants of the people.” They are
still the servants of the Hai family. What do you do if the Hai family tells you?”

Zhou Dong and Chen Zhang were sweating profusely, and couldn’t tell.

Yash Nics said coldly: “Come here, take off the epaulettes of these two men, and take them
down.”

Immediately, a few hard-core soldiers came over and directly took off the epaulettes of
Zhou Dong and Chen Zhang. The two were taken down on the spot.

Yash Nics’s gaze fell on Haiyang, who was full of gray faces, and said coldly: “I heard that
you are a cow. The entire Shanghang city and the underground circles are your Hai family
who has the final say. You can kill whoever you want to kill. “

Chapter 627 Read free Novel
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Haiyang’s forehead sweat rolled down, his body trembled slightly, and he couldn’t say a
word for a long time.

Yash Nics raised his hand, slapped his face, slapped the guy’s face, and shouted: “I’ll let you
talk!”

Haiyang knelt down, shaking all over, and said, “Mr. Yash, Miss Song, everyone. Yang went
blind and ran into you. I know I was wrong, please let me go.”

Yash Nics said coldly, “Now I know I was wrong, why did you go?”

After finishing speaking, Yash Nics ordered The colonel next to him: “Catch all these people
to the barracks. No one is allowed to come forward. I want to see how powerful the Hai
Family is.” The

colonel said solemnly: “Yes!”

…

Shanghang City, the top of the Dragon Palace Regal residential area.

Haijia mansion, inside the study.

Hai Pingchao was full of anger. He waited for Agui to wait for a group of men. He was
frightened and said, “My son was captured by the troops?”

Agui, the hunchback butler, answered honestly: “Second Young Master and Yash Nics
conflict in Jinfeng Hotel, two young master immediately called the gang went to New Haven
restaurants trouble. ” ”

I did not expect that the East China Sea military leaders just eat a bunch of restaurants in
New Haven. ” ”

two young master a bunch They

rushed into a group of leaders in the military area and were arrested by a large number of
soldiers who had been transferred on the spot.” It turned out that after Yash Nics ordered Du
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Tianlin to arrest all Haiyang and others, he also ordered everyone on the scene to block the
news.

Therefore, Haijia also didn’t know what happened at that time.

Only knowing that Haiyang had a friction with Yash Nics, Haiyang went to trouble the crowd,
accidentally ran into a group of leaders who were eating at the restaurant, and then they
were all taken away.

Until now, the Hai family thought that Haiyang was unlucky and accidentally ran into a group
of leaders in the military area.

They didn’t expect that the leaders of the military region would be Yash Nics’s helper.

Haiping Chaohuohuohuo said: “It’s really a nonsense!” The

hunchback steward Agui and the others looked at each other. I wonder if the master is
talking about the Second Young Master or the leaders of the military area.

Hai Pingchao groaned for two seconds, and then told Agui: “You can call the military area
for me to communicate. Let them help, give me some thin noodles, and release my
youngest son first.”

Agui said: “Master, I have already fought.”

Hai Pingchao frowned. “What did you say over there?”

Agui said, “General Wei Lin of the Eastern Navy District, he went to the capital for a meeting,
and now Deputy Commander Du Tianlin is in charge.”

Hai Pingchao squinted.

Keep your eyes open: “What did General Du say?” Agui lowered his head and whispered:
“General Du said this is very simple. If Yash Nics says it’s fine, then it’s

fine .” Hai Ping said in a hot voice. : “Their military is going to give Yash Nics a head start,
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why ?” Agui accompanied carefully and said, “General Du and the others are leaders in the
army, and their sense of justice is overwhelming. This time they encountered a group of
people led by the second young master. He smashed the restaurant and shouted at Yash
Nics.

I guess General Du and the others couldn’t stand it, so they arrested the second young
master.” “I guess General Du didn’t really want to make the matter worse, so I said that as
long as Yash Nics didn’t pursue it. Just let the two young masters go.”

Hai Pingchao was depressed, and said slowly: “It seems that if you want to solve this
matter, you have to find a solution from Yash Nics.”

Agui nodded, “Master, or let’s talk to Yash Nics first. Apologize. Yash Nics promised not to
pursue the matter, the military released the second young master, and then we will settle
accounts with Yash Nics?”

Hai Pingchao coldly snorted, “What is my status? What is the status of our Hai family. I
apologize to him, no way!”

Agui said embarrassedly: “But what about the second young master?”

Hai Pingchao sneered, “I have my own means!”

After finishing speaking, Hai Pingchao’s eyes fell on a tall, sharp-eyed middle-aged man with
white sideburns, and said, “Hawkeye!”

The middle-aged man with white sideburns and sharp eyes said in a deep voice: ” The
subordinates are here!”

Hai Pingchao ordered: “Check out Yash Nics’s whereabouts, send a few elite killers, and give
Yash Nics some gifts.”

“You don’t want to kill him yet, first scare him and his family, let He knows how powerful it
is.”

Yingyan said
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solemnly : “Yes!” The old butler Agui said in surprise: “Yeah, your master, your trick is so
powerful that it scared Yash Nics half to death. He must take the initiative to tell the military
if he is afraid. If the Second Young Master is not held accountable, the military will release
the people when the time comes.”

“High, really high!”

Hai Ping said with a sullen look on the tide surface, “I will talk to Yash Nics when I
understand this matter. True, in the north, my cousin Haixin is still waiting for my news!”

Chapter 628 Read free Novel

Yash Nics, Song Pingting, Song Qingqing, and Tong Ke were not affected by the incident of
Haiyang in the afternoon.

In the evening, the family went to the famous Bund in Shanghang City.

Visit the beach and eat the famous snacks in Shanghang City.

Yash Nics’s family was tired from playing, and at 11 o’clock in the evening, they dragged
their tired body and walked towards the parking lot, ready to drive back to the hotel.

When Yash Nics’s family was playing, Dian Chu and Bahuwei disappeared.

But when Yash Nics’s family was about to go back, Dianchu and Bahuwei immediately
appeared and left with Yash Nics’s family.

Coming to the parking lot, Ah Qi, carrying a black suitcase, walked towards their cars first.

However, Ah Qi had just approached Yash Nics’s Hongqi car, and his black suitcase
immediately rang didi didily.

A Qi’s expression changed drastically, and she raised her hand and shouted at Yash Nics
and the others: “If there is a situation, don’t come over at all.”

Song Pingting, who was holding her daughter, and Tong Ke were stunned, not knowing why.
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Yash Nics frowned, and Dian Chu and the other tiger guards were on the verge of an enemy.

It turned out that the black suitcase that Ah Qi was carrying was a multifunctional suitcase
to protect the chief.

In addition to being used as a shield to resist bullets, the suitcase also contains pistols,
emergency location trackers, bomb detectors, etc.

At this moment, the bomb detector rang in Aqi’s suitcase.

There are bombs around, the detector will sound such a fierce alarm.

Yash Nics and his entourage stood far away, and Ah Qi cautiously got down to check the
vehicle.

Soon, he was very cautious to take out a bundled time bomb from under the site of Yash
Nics’s Hongqi car.

As Yash Nics’s guard, Ah Qi is naturally a master at dismantling bombs.

He quickly cut one of the wires on the bundled time bomb with a dagger to relieve the
danger.

He turned his head and looked at Yash Nics: “Report, the danger of explosives has been
eliminated.”

Everyone just prepared to breathe a sigh of relief!

But Dian Chu suddenly noticed a strange figure on the rooftop in the distance. He noticed
something and immediately shouted: “There is a threat to the stairs at three o’clock, protect
Mr. Yash’s family!” As

soon as the voice fell, the surrounding tiger guards moved immediately. At the same time,
he blocked Yash Nics’s family with his body for the first time and pulled out the pistol at the
same time.

Sure enough, the figure on the rooftop had already used a laser flashlight to illuminate Yash
Nics’s side.
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But the guy just irradiated it with a red laser and disappeared immediately.

Dian Chu said in a deep voice, “Ayi, A2, you two will chase that guy, and the rest will follow
me to protect Mr. Yash’s family and get in the car and leave.”

“Yes!”

Yash Nics’s family, by Dianchu’s several very professional guards , Escorted back to the
hotel.

Both Song Pingting and Tong Ke were in shock. Tonight it was a bomb and a laser shot from
a suspected sniper rifle, which frightened them both.

After returning to the hotel suite, Song Pingting couldn’t help saying to Yash Nics: “It should
be the Hai Family who is warning us, Yash Nics, or we don’t want to fight with them
anymore. You can call General Du and they will let Haiyang go. That bunch of people?”

Yash Nics comforted: “It’s okay, I’ll take care of it. You and Xiao Ke and Qingqing will take a
bath and rest first.” As

soon as Yash Nics’s voice fell, his mobile phone rang.

Caller ID is an unfamiliar mobile phone number!

Yash Nics answered the phone, and a triumphant voice came from inside: “Yash Nics kid!”
Yash Nics frowned, chose to relax again, and said faintly: “The sea is calm!”

Hai Pingchao smiled and said, “Yes, it’s me. Have you already received the little surprise I
gave you?”

According to Hai Pingchao’s plan, he planned to wait for Yash Nics’s family to return to the
hotel by car, and Yash Nics’s family just got off. , He blew up Yash Nics’s car and frightened
Yash Nics.

But I didn’t expect Yash Nics’s men to discover explosives ahead of time.

But even so, he felt that Yash Nics was already scared enough.
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Yash Nics calmly said: “Hai Pingchao, I can only say that you are dying crazy on the edge of
death.”

Hai Pingchao laughed haha: “The people on the edge of death are your family!”

“I’m talking with you this time. For fun, you’d better go to the military area to explain to
General Du immediately and let General Du release my little son.”

“Otherwise, next time the explosives will explode before you dismantle them!”

“And my killer, go down It was not a laser flashlight that I played this time, but a sniper rifle!”

“In short, my son does not come back safely within three days, so your family should not
want to get out of the East China Sea alive.”

Yash Nics said coldly, “You don’t need three. My God, I will answer to you now, you Haijia, it’s
completely over.”

Chapter 629 Read free Novel

Dragon Palace, Haijia Mansion.

Hai Pingchao was furious, and he said angrily: “Yash Nics, this kid really doesn’t shed tears
if he doesn’t see the coffin!”

“Agui, you order Eagle Eye to let Yash Nics see the blood.” The

old housekeeper Agui respectfully said: “See. Blood, to what extent is it appropriate?”

Hai Pingchao said coldly: “Isn’t Yash Nics the East China Sea with his wife and children, and
his sister-in-law?”

“You let Hawkeye kill Yash Nics’s sister-in-law first tonight! “The

old butler nodded: “Yes, sir!”
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… In the

Presidential Suite, Alton International Hotel, The Bund, Shanghang City.

Yash Nics had just come out of the shower, and he saw that Song Pingting, Tong Ke, and
Song Qingqing were still not asleep.

Yash Nics smiled upon seeing this: “Why are you still not sleeping?”

Song Pingting smiled bitterly!

She and Tong Ke were completely worried because of too many things happened today, and
it was difficult to fall asleep.

As for the little girl Song Qingqing, it was because she was traveling in other places and the
environment was unfamiliar, and she was so excited that she couldn’t fall asleep.

Yash Nics smiled and sat down next to Song Pingting on the sofa, while holding her
daughter in her arms, and smiled: “Since you are not sleepy, let’s watch a movie together.”

Yash Nics and the others live in this house. The hotel is a five-star hotel, and the suite they
choose is the highest-level five-star suite.

Living room and kitchen, master bedroom and second bedroom, wine cabinet and bar
counter are all available.

In addition, there is a home theater in the living room, where you can watch movies from all
major shadows.

With Yash Nics’s suggestion, her daughter was the first to cheer with joy: “Okay, daddy, let’s
watch a movie, and I want to watch a movie of an uncle soldier!”

My daughter has a special feeling for military movies. In addition to watching cartoons, she
also likes to watch various military movies.

It turned out that when she was sensible, she often asked Song Pingting’s father where did
she go?
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Song Pingting always said that her father had gone to serve as a soldier to defend her
family and the country.

Therefore, Song Qingqing has a special affection for soldiers, especially like watching
military-themed movies.

Yash Nics hugged his daughter and said indulgently, “Okay, just watch this movie. Although I
have some thoughts, it is a very good military movie. Soldiers are

near the city.” Yash Nics turned off the lights in the living room and only turned on the home
projector and sound system. , The family began to watch movies.

At this time, on the roof of the building opposite the Alton Hotel, the eagle eye in black
clothes was standing in the dark.

A sniper with long hair next to him was playing with the scope on a sniper rifle.

Behind him, there are four subordinates who almost merge with the darkness.

The sniper is called the left-hander. Although he is a left-hander, he has a lot of shots and
can be called a top killer.

The four subordinates are also top killers raised by the Hai family, and they all have the
same code name: Shadow.

At this moment, his left hand raised his head, looked at Eagle Eye, shook his head and said:
“The Yash Nics family is not within the attacking field of view.”

“His group of men are very professional. After we scared them once with explosives and
laser flashlights, they We won’t reveal such a low-end flaw. Let’s shoot at them from the
opposite building.”

Yingyan said coldly, “Master has given the order to die. Tonight, we must kill Yash Nics’s
sister-in-law and give Yash Nics some blood. The lesson.”

“Since he didn’t give us a chance, then we will do it directly to create the opportunity.”

“Shadows!” The
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four killers who almost merged with the darkness said in unison: “Yes!”

Hawkeye looked at the Alton Hotel on the opposite street, and said coldly: “Prepare to do it,
sneak into the hotel and assassinate Tong Ke.”

“Yes!” The

four shadow killers immediately put on gliding suits, each biting in their mouths. A dagger,
and then jumped straight from the roof of the 300-meter-high building in a neat and uniform
motion, and flew towards the opposite hotel like four nocturnal bats.

Chapter 630 Read free Novel

Bang Bang Bang!

Four low voices sounded!

The four shadow killers flew smoothly to the floor-to-ceiling glass outside the Alton Hotel
presidential suite.

The four of them are equipped with special suction devices, and the four of them are tightly
attached to the glass. Then took out the small glass cutter from the backpack, and within a
few seconds, it cut a circular notch in the glass.

Then the four people started to sneak into the suite with exceptional lightness and agility.

Yash Nics and his family were watching TV in the living room. He faintly heard an abnormal
noise in the master bedroom.

The corners of his mouth rose slightly, and a cold light flashed in his eyes. He stood up and
said in a low voice, “You watch the movie first, and I will change into my pajamas.”

Yash Nics said, walking towards the master bedroom in the distance and opening the door.
Go in.

Yash Nics had just opened the door, and a knife flashed behind the door.
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The dagger of a shadow killer pierced Yash Nics’s neck.

Yash Nics raised his hand to grab the opponent’s wrist, forcibly snatched the dagger, and
took a backhand.

The dagger pierced up from the opponent’s jaw until it reached the hilt.

The shadow killer couldn’t make a scream, and he killed him directly.

Yash Nics shut the door of the room casually!

Huh!

Another person, holding a dagger, struck Yash Nics’s throat like lightning.

Yash Nics reached out with his left hand, grabbed the back of the opponent’s dagger, and
simultaneously threw out his right fist.

With a bang, the opponent’s face was deeply sunken, and his head fell.

Yash Nics had just snatched the opponent’s dagger, and immediately there were two more
shadows, rushing towards him, and he raised his hand with a knife.

Huh!

The dagger turned into a stream of light, and instantly cut the throats of the two opponents.

Two shadow killers, the weapons in their hands fell to the ground.

They both covered the cut throat with their hands, blood poured out frantically, and then all
fell to the ground.

In a few seconds, Yash Nics had already killed four top killers.

A few Song Pingtings in the living room outside, because they watched the movie and the
home stereo was very noisy, so they couldn’t find the difference at all, let alone Yash Nics
had gone through a life-and-death struggle in the master bedroom.
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At this time, the left hand of the sniper in the opposite building had just caught the
opportunity to target Yash Nics.

But before he had time to pull the trigger, Yash Nics had disappeared in his scope.

Yash Nics bent over, took out a black suitcase from the bed and opened it. Inside it turned
out to be a set of sniper rifle accessories.

Yash Nics quickly assembled it neatly. After a while, a black 88 sniper rifle was assembled.

Yash Nics picked up the sniper rifle, stood up suddenly, and aimed at the rooftop of the
opposite building.

On the rooftop of the opposite building, with his left hand holding a sniper rifle, he was
anxiously searching for Yash Nics’s trace, but Yash Nics appeared so suddenly.

The two sides of each other, through the scope of the sniper rifle, looked at each other.

The gaze of the left hand fought against Yash Nics’s gaze, and his heart trembled suddenly,
and he instinctively wanted to pull the trigger.

But, there was a gunshot from the other side!

boom!

A bullet pierced through the sky, flying closer and zooming in the field of vision in the left
hand.

Immediately afterwards, his sight was smashed to pieces.

The bullet’s power is not diminished, continue to shoot from the eye of the left hand, and
then headshot!

The headless corpse in his left hand raised his head and fell down. At the last moment of
his consciousness, what he saw was red eyes all over…
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Not far away, the pupils of Eagle Eye suddenly enlarged. Unexpectedly, the four shadow
killers sneaked in and there was no movement. Even the left hand of the sniper was
headshot!

He showed a look of horror, turned around and wanted to evacuate.

But Dian Chu had already taken two tiger guards and came out from the stairs, blocking his
way.

Dian Chu, like the god of death, said indifferently: “Since it’s here, then stay here forever!”

Hawkeye said angrily: “I’m fighting with you!”

He said, rushing forward like a tiger, trying to get out of the siege.

Dian Chu coldly snorted: “I can’t help it!”

After finishing speaking, Dian Chu strode forward, three punches and cannon punches,
abruptly blasted the opponent’s defense, kicked the opponent’s head like lightning.

Hawkeye’s scream was not able to be issued, and he was directly kicked to death.

midnight!

Hawkeye, left hand, and the corpses of four shadow killers were all sent back to the Hai
family.

Hai Pingchao wanted Yash Nics to see blood, but he didn’t expect that the killer he sent
would be wiped out.

What made him even more frightened was that when Yash Nics sent someone to send back
the bodies of Yingyan and several people, he also sent a picture.

On this pair of characters, a few words are written on the golden hook and iron: The
destruction of the Hai Family, from tonight.

Hai Pingchao angrily tore the words written by Yash Nics to pieces, and roared: “I will kill
this one!”
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